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Abstract 

This study is both quantitative and qualitative in nature. In order to support or discard the 

hypothesis that high-functioning, autistic upper secondary school students speak more freely 

in English than in their native language Swedish, an experiment with a narrative format was 

conducted with students both within and without Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). 

Measurements of lexical density, hesitations and long pauses in the narrative were applied to 

assess the quality of produced speech. A questionnaire survey for teachers of this age 

category of students was also carried out. The analyses of the results are primarily 

quantitative, but a portion of the questionnaire is also thematically analysed. The study shows 

that there is initial support for the hypothesis. 

 

Keywords: ASD, high-functioning, autism, EFL, language proficiency, upper secondary 

school, language preference 

 

Sammanfattning på svenska 

Denna studie är båda kvantitativ och kvalitativ i sin natur. För att stödja eller förkasta 

hypotesen att högfungerande, autistiska gymnasieelever talar engelska mer obehindrat än 

deras modersmål svenska, genomfördes ett experiment med ett berättande format med 

studenter både inom och utanför Autismspektrumtillstånd (AST). Mått på lexikalisk täthet, 

tvekan och långa pauser i berättandet användes för att utvärdera kvalitén av producerat tal. En 

enkätundersökning för lärare av denna ålderskategori av elever genomfördes också. 

Analyserna av resultaten är primärt kvantitativa, men en del av enkäten är också tematiskt 

analyserad. Studien visar att det föreligger ett initialt stöd för hypotesen. 

 

Nyckelord: AST, högfungerande, autism, EFS, språkfärdighet, gymnasieskola, 

språkpreferens 
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1. Introduction and Aims 

Language is the most complex and useful means to communicate that we have as a species. It 

is the primary means through which we exchange information and make our thoughts and 

ideas known; our identities are closely linked to our language. It is not unnatural, then, for 

varying purposes and reasons, that we continuously make observations about linguistic 

behaviour. In order to help students improve their language, language teachers are trained to 

make such observations. Thus, it stands to reason that, on occasion, these professionals are 

taken by surprise when students behave in linguistically unexpected ways. With its basis in 

undocumented day-to-day observations of linguistic behaviour in a group of students 

diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) over a period of four years, this author’s 

impression is that the majority of these students speak English more easily and freely than 

their native language Swedish. Consequently, this study aims to investigate whether there is 

support for this perception or not, which it does through an experimental hypothesis:  

 

High-functioning upper secondary school ASD students 

speak more freely in English than in their native language 

Swedish. 

 

Should this study not show any experimental effect in line with the hypothesis, the null 

hypothesis, as presented by Hayes (2000, p. 36), would be the prevalent theory. The null 

hypothesis is:  

 

High-functioning upper secondary school ASD students do 

not speak more freely in English than in their native 

language Swedish.  

 

 This paper employs different methodologies to answer its hypothesis. The two main 

methods used are an experiment and a questionnaire, which are carefully explained and 

described in chapter 3. The experiment aims to collect data in the form of narratives from 

ASD students and non-ASD students, while the questionnaire aims to assess teachers’ 

perception of the hypothesis. In addition, one question in the questionnaire is analysed 

thematically in order to substantiate a discussion on ASD students and implications of the 

hypothesis from the teachers’ point of view. This thematic analysis consists of an in-depth 

phenomenological study of teacher responses as described by Hayes (2000). Both the 

experiment and the questionnaire are otherwise analysed quantitatively. 
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 Apart from investigating the hypothesis, this paper’s background discusses relevant 

research and information concerning autism as well as autism and linguistics (chapter 2). It 

begins by explaining some fundamentals about autism and how to accommodate for ASD-

specific needs in educational situations, which is then followed by a presentation of some 

previous research concerning ASD and language acquisition. The lack of research into the 

phenomenon this study investigates is pointed out. The section on ASD and language 

acquisition is followed by a discussion of other studies of the narrative in relation to ASD, 

whereupon a presentation of the methods employed by this study is made. 

 The methods chapter (chapter 3) begins by outlining the experimental design of this 

study. This is followed by a description of the questionnaire that was used and the 

experimental procedure. The demographics of participants of the experiment and 

questionnaire respondents are then discussed, followed by ethical considerations pertaining to 

this study. The data collection process and analyses outline guidelines and methods used to 

yield data in order to verify or discard the hypothesis. This chapter ends with a discussion of 

the limitations of this study, after which the results are presented in chapter 4. 

 The results are divided into three sections: first the quantitative experimental results and 

the quantitative questionnaire results are presented, followed by the qualitative results from 

the questionnaire, of which the last question was thematically analysed, whereupon the 

themes yielded are used as a means to widen the perspective on the research topic and the 

teacher respondents’ points of views of the subject matter. These themes are presented in the 

last section of chapter 4 and they are followed by a conclusions and outlook discussion in 

chapter 5, which is the last chapter of this study. 

  

2. Background 

A fundamental discovery one makes when looking into aspects of ASD is that there is a great 

deal of research done on this subset of people, as attested by Stockholm County Council 

(SLL, 2017). Governmental institutions such as the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention 

(CDC) in the U.S. are also actively encouraging more research on this topic (CDC, 2017). It is 

important to note, however, that since the American Psychiatric Association (APA) published 

their Diagnostics and Statistics Manual of Mental Disorders 5 (DSM-5) in January 2014 

(APA, 2014), nearly all of these variations were gathered under the same name: autism. The 

World Health Organization (WHO) compiled a similar collection of these diagnoses in their 

tenth International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) last year (WHO, 2016). The reason 

for this reclassification of diagnoses is the similarities between them, establishing an already 
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widely held notion that many diagnoses are variations of the same spectrum. The word 

spectrum illustrates the similarity well. Therefore, diagnoses like Asperger’s Syndrome are no 

longer made, albeit the diagnosis will exist for as long as someone has it.  

The term high-functioning autism is essentially a term coined to describe the language 

and intellectual functionality of a person diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder (SLL, 

2017). From a linguistic point of view, Stirling and Barrington (2007) define this description 

as having a functional language and being of normal intelligence. By that token, the phrase 

low functioning denotes the opposite of the description of high-functioning autism. 

 

2.1 Autism as a Diagnosis in School 

Accommodating for ASD-specific needs in school is not an obvious or simple matter.  

According to the Swedish Autism & Asperger Association’s description (2009), ASD is a 

neurological disorder that inhibits the ability for social interaction, mutual communication and 

understanding as well as imagination, which in turn affect interests and behaviour. Repetitive 

behaviour and fixed interests are a common trait among people with the diagnosis. These 

inhibitions require a great deal of adjustments in educational contexts such as in the 

classroom. An autistic person does typically not process information in the same way as a 

non-autistic person, whereupon a wider range of perceptual input is desired in the learning 

process, as opposed to what a traditional lesson would entail (Denning & Moody, 2013; 

Forsberg & Bergman, 2001). A condensed description of a traditional lesson could be: teacher 

speaks and hands out assignments, whereupon students read and present answers. To 

accommodate for ASD students the lesson could be just as traditional, in terms of assignment 

resulting in student answers, but the instructions should be given via all or, at least, the best 

suited modalities. Vice versa, the students should be allowed to present answers in the ways 

that suit them the best. 

To educate teachers, specifically in order to avoid these traditional lessons for students 

with learning disabilities, Forsberg and Bergman (2001) suggest an initial focus on the 

individual as the first step to accommodate for a wide range of disabilities that may affect 

learning. Forsberg and Bergman (2001) also stress the pedagogically well-stated function of 

input, process and output. This three-stage description reinforces the importance of utilizing 

the most developed modality (auditory, visual or tactile) when confronting a student with 

information and also allowing for the best-suited output (written or spoken text). 
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In relation with the previously mentioned observations, Kunda and Goel (2010) 

evaluated a wide range of visual tasks suited for a subset of individuals on the autism 

spectrum in order to support or refute their hypothesis of Thinking in Pictures (TiP).  

 
Assumption:  Typically developing (TD) individuals are, in general, able to use visual 

and verbal mental representations.  

Hypothesis: A subset of individuals on the autism spectrum exhibits a disposition 

towards using visual mental representations (and a corresponding bias 

against using verbal mental representations) 

(Kunda & Goel, 2010, p.1) 

 

They found support for most of the tasks they tested. And, while a few of the examined visual 

tasks seemed to contradict their hypothesis, the considerable presence of evidence supporting 

TiP suggests that it should be taken seriously. These results suggest that a visual input would 

be highly relevant in classroom situations for ASD students. 

 Denning and Moody (2013) clearly outline the need for multiple means of 

representation in the classroom. They stress the need to implement visual representations in 

instructions and information distributed in the classroom, and also predictability as well as 

routine and procedures for the classroom situation. 

These studies (Kunda & Goel, 2010; Denning & Moody, 2013; Forsberg & Bergman, 

2001) reinforce the value of making use of visual material for the experimental purposes of 

this study. While suggesting that we all are different and may prefer different types of input 

when given a typical school assignment, Forsberg and Bergman (2001) stress the importance 

of finding the most suited mode of input as well as output. In turn, Denning and Moody 

(2013) describe an even wider range of factors to consider, while Kunda and Goel’s (2010) 

results show that a visual modality is of high value. For this reason, the experiment in this 

study incorporates all three named modalities: auditory (verbal instructions), visual (pictures) 

and tactile (holding and moving pictures around). 

 

2.2 ASD and L2 Acquisition 

There is a distinct lack of research concerning ASD and language acquisition related to this 

paper’s hypothesis. In the background research for this as well as Þráinsson’s (2012) study, no 

other research emerged pertaining to the observations whereupon both studies rest. As a 

unique and interesting occurrence, this example of language acquisition, where an L2 seems 

more developed than L1 in a subset of people, should attract and thereby yield more research. 

Þráinsson (2012) investigated three cases, documented by the Icelandic State’s Diagnostic and 
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Counselling Centre (ISDCC), where ASD teenagers seemed to be more proficient in English 

(L2) than in Icelandic (L1). As it stands, Þráinsson (2012) appears to be the only one who has 

looked into this linguistic phenomenon. 

 Hambly and Fombonne (2014) also clearly state that no study to examine factors of L2 

acquisition among ASD children has been carried out, stressing the need for more research 

even more. They investigated underlying factors that may affect bilingualism in French and 

English ASD children. They described recent and direct language exposure as the defining 

factor to affect vocabulary in bilingual ASD children’s second L1. Nonetheless, it is relevant 

to note that these findings rest on the assumption that a higher proficiency in any first 

language is key to L2 development in children with ASD. This assumption is quite 

contradictory to this study’s hypothesis, which rests on observations and, to some extent, 

Þráinsson’s (2012) study of ASD teens with a seemingly more developed second language 

than first language. 

The nature of ASD as a neurological disorder most often entails an impaired language 

development (Stirling and Barrington, 2007; Þráinsson, 2012; Wire, 2005). Since their 

publications preceded the previously mentioned DSM-5, both studies describe communicative 

impairments within ASD according to DSM-IV*:  

 

delay in or total lack of development of spoken language; marked 

impairment in the ability to initiate or sustain a conversation with 

others; stereotyped and repetitive use of language or idiosyncratic 

language, and lack of varied spontaneous make-believe play or social 

imitative play appropriate to developmental level. 

(Stirling & Barrington, 2007) 

 

In accordance with this study’s hypothesis, Þráinsson (2012) investigated whether three 

Icelandic ASD teens may have acquired a more proficient English (L2) than their Icelandic 

(L1). The study showed that this was the case, as the results pointed to ASD typical 

impairments in the participants’ native language and an almost native control over their L2 

(English). A crucial point in Þráinsson’s (2012) research, besides this phenomenon warranting 

more research, is that the ISDCC have documented several observations of this phenomenon. 

Hopefully, this study will inspire someone to look into the documentation of the ISDCC’s 

Swedish counterpart. 

 

                                                      
* APA changed the Roman numerals to standard numerals from the fourth to the fifth version of the 
diagnostics manual. 
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2.3 ASD and the Narrative 

Stirling and Barrington (2007) state that the “general perception has been that individuals 

with autism have difficulty producing narratives” (2007, p. 137) but they also reference 

literature and research that seem to contradict this idea. There seem to be fewer significant 

differences between narratives made by both high- and low-functioning individuals within 

ASD and non-ASD individuals when storybook type narratives are concerned, than there are 

when more complex narrative formats are concerned (Stirling and Barrington, 2007). Losh 

and Capps’s study (2003), as referred to by Stirling and Barrington (2007), surprised the 

researchers in this matter, when they found no significant difference between narratives from 

typically developing (TD) children and autistic children in terms of length, structure and 

complexity among other investigated aspects. Stirling and Barrington (2007) conclude their 

background research into ASD and the narrative by pointing out that the difference between 

high-functioning and TD children is subtler than previously believed; a notion highly relevant 

for this study. 

 Along the same lines, Pearce et al. (2010) caution against making assumptions about 

language-impaired children’s ability to organize a narrative or about their linguistic skills. 

Pearce et al. (2010) investigated whether school children with specific language impairments 

(SLI) and non-specific language impairment (NLI) differed in terms of narrative structure, 

content and cohesion. Their findings showed that there was no conclusive evidence that non-

verbal cognitive differences contribute significantly to the narrative process. In other words: 

individuals diagnosed with some sort of language impairment—which is a common 

occurrence within ASD (section 2.2)—do not necessarily narrate less well than individuals 

without such a diagnose. 

In relation to this study, despite the lack of research pertaining to its hypothesis, there is 

research that supports the idea of well-developed language abilities within ASD, which is a 

notion that seems to apply more than adequately to high-functioning individuals within this 

group. It is not too far of a reach, then, that a few of these individuals may surprise in terms of 

having a well developed L2, which perhaps may even rival their L1. 

 

3. Methods  

The study mainly employed quantitative methods of data collection and analysis. It consisted 

of a narrative experiment, where pictures were used, and a questionnaire (Appendix 1). The 

purpose of the experiment was to investigate the presence of an effect pertaining to the 

previously presented hypothesis that high-functioning autistic students speak more freely in 
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English than in their native language Swedish. The questionnaire investigated if pedagogical 

professionals have made observations in line with the hypothesis. The final question of the 

questionnaire was an open one, as to yield text where respondents could reflect and discuss 

their own answers and share thoughts about the subject matter. This question was analysed 

thematically (Hayes, 2000).  

 

3.1 Experimental Design 

The experiment for collecting speech data was designed to take place in two stages. 

Participants were asked to create a narrative based on three pictures (Appendix 2). The first 

stage was carried out in English (L2) and the second stage was carried out in Swedish (L1). A 

description of this type of narrative is provided in Litosseliti’s (2010, p. 201) third example of 

narrative definitions, where the narrative is defined as centred around a core of facts (the 

pictures) though still allowing for creativity and individuality in the making of the narrative. 

This particular view of the narrative contributes to avoiding an experimental paradox, where 

the need to control variables in the creative process may affect or skew results, as described 

by Aitchinson (1999, p. 125). 

The nature of the experimental task was to tell a story, which was carried out in English 

before Swedish, so participants cannot be viewed as having prepared in their native language 

before carrying out the task in English. This precaution yields more reliable results, since 

having done the task once before entails an amount of familiarity with the experimental 

situation, thus the results would be less reliable if the task was carried out in L1 before L2, 

should an effect be found. The experiment was carried out with two groups of participants: 

ASD students (Test Group) and non-autistic students (Control). 

The purpose of asking participants to create a narrative was to avoid a mere rendering of 

what is in the pictures. Simply stating the proper word for details in a picture could be 

construed as typical autistic behaviour in carrying out a task of this nature, thus the narrative 

approach allowed for a greater span of linguistic variety in participants’ utterances. 

The two experimental stages have different pictures, so six pictures (Appendix 2) were 

used in total. These pictures are similar in artistic style and there is a connection within each 

set of pictures but not across sets. The purpose of the in-set connection was to make it easy to 

create a narrative inspired by the three pictures, whereas the across-set non-connectivity 

aimed to minimize narrative influence between the two stages of the experiment. 

In its entirety, the method allowed for the participants to first familiarize themselves 

with each picture in the given three-picture set, describing what they saw and what was going 
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on in each of the pictures. After the descriptive phase, the participants were asked to create 

the narrative. There were no time constraints on the participants. However, each participant 

spoke for 2 minutes and 50 seconds, on average, across the whole experiment.  

 

3.2 Questionnaire 

The questionnaire investigated if school faculty and other relevant personnel had made 

observations of linguistic behaviour pertaining to the hypothesis. Apart from noting what 

professions the respondents had within the school faculty, the questionnaire also took note of 

years within the profession, subjects taught and experience working with autistic students. 

The results of the questionnaire are presented in standard tables in section 4.2, displaying 

numbers and/or percentages of answers pertaining to the question. The Likert-style (Hayes, 

2000, p. 93) questions assessed to what extent respondents agreed with statements regarding 

said linguistic behaviour. All the respondent demographics are presented in Appendix 3. The 

exception to these standardised tables are the results of the thematic analysis, which are 

presented section 4.3 in the themes yielded via the analysis. This analysis investigated 

everything respondents had expressed pertaining to the hypothesis of this study. 

 

3.3 Procedure 

At an upper secondary school in central Sweden, a number of classes were informed of and 

invited to participate in the experiment a few days in advance. At this time, they had the 

chance to ask any question they might have had pertaining to the experiment. Besides not 

revealing the hypothesis, the only pieces of information kept from them were the details about 

what measures would be applied and the pictures that would be used in the experiment. They 

were also informed of the ethical guidelines and their rights. 

Prior to the execution of the experiment, a quick pilot experiment was carried out. Three 

students, who did not fit the profile of participants in the Test Group, were asked to carry out 

the experimental task in three different ways. The first participant carried out the task without 

seeing the pictures beforehand. The second participant was asked to study the pictures prior to 

carrying out the task and the third participant got to choose if he wanted to see or study the 

pictures before carrying out the task. These three alternatives were then discussed between 

participants and researcher, whereupon an agreement to not see or study the pictures prior to 

experiment was reached. However, all three participants agreed that it would have been 

beneficial to conduct a trial run of the experimental design prior to the actual carrying out of 

the experiment. In other words: to carry out the whole task both in L2 and L1 with other 
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pictures—pictures that would also have been suited for this particular experiment—giving the 

experiment a total of four sets of pictures; two for a trial run and two for the actual 

experiment. However, time constraints did not allow for such a trial run. 

The real experiment was set up in a closed room, where the chairs of the researcher and 

participants were slightly angled away from each other, for the purpose of creating a less 

confrontational environment (Jacobsen, 1993). It was a small room with a table and two 

chairs. A laptop computer was placed in such a manner that the researcher could start and stop 

the audio recording discretely.  

Upon entering the room, participants were greeted with a choice of coffee, juice, saffron 

buns and cookies; this was also done with the purpose of making participants feel relaxed. 

They were then briefly reminded of the purpose of the experiment, its setup and their right 

from an ethical viewpoint. None of the participants had any objections at this point, 

whereupon they were asked to fill out relevant information about themselves as part of the 

consent form (Appendix 4). 

After having filled out the consent form, the researcher code-switched to English and 

started explaining that there would be some "fika" between the two stages of the experiment. 

One of the participants (Control) wanted "fika" immediately. This was followed by questions 

about their educational programme of choice, which entailed some conversation about sports 

interests for the Control Group participants and more towards their plans for the future and 

the current curriculum for the Test Group. In short, one would call this small talk, albeit with 

the specific purpose of easing participants into the L2 English. 

When responses and the conversation felt and sounded relaxed, the researcher discretely 

started recording and asked if they were ready to look at the first picture of the L2 set 

(Appendix 2). None of the participants had any objections to this, whereupon the experiment 

continued as transcribed (Appendix 6) with each of the participants. 

When the L2 session was finished, which was when participants indicated via a clear 

statement that they had nothing more to add to their narratives, the researcher discretely 

stopped the recording. At this point, the researcher code-switched to Swedish and offered 

some "fika" and proceeded to converse about the previously mentioned small talk subjects. 

Again, when the responses and the conversation started to feel and sound relaxed, the 

researcher discretely started recording and asked if participants were ready to look at the first 

picture of the L1 set. None of the participants had any objections, whereupon the experiment 

continued as in the transcripts (Appendix 6). 

After the end of the L1 session, indicated in the same manner as in the L2 one, the 
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researcher expressed gratitude for their participation and offered to answer questions or talk 

about their experience of being part of the experiment. With the exception of Participant 3, 

none of the participants had anything to ask about or showed any interest in talking about 

their experiences of the experiment. 

However, Test Group Participant 3 regaled the researcher with a roughly ten-minute-

long narrative about dragons and heroes in a feudal setting, which had nothing to do with the 

pictures used in the experiment. The story was told in English, though Swedish entered at a 

few occasions. Quite confounded, the researcher asked about the inspiration and reason for 

sharing this epic-like story, the participant simply stated:  “You seemed sad that I didn’t say 

more during the experiment”. 

 

3.4 Participants and Respondents 

Participants of the experiment were between 17 and 18 years old and are either diagnosed 

with high-functioning ASD or no autism at all. Only male students volunteered to participate. 

The Test Group attends an educational program centred on social studies and behaviour. Their 

education is also designed to accommodate the unique challenges one might face when living 

with ASD, and one cannot attend without a diagnosis of high-functioning autism. Participants 

from the Control group attend a similar program, but here the specialisation is sports and 

social studies. Students from both educational programs are academically comparable based 

on age and academic levels as well as similarities between their respective educational 

programs. See Table 1 for demographic information on each participant. 

 

Table 1. Demographics: Test Group and Control 

Demographic 
Details 

Participants 

 

Participant No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Test Group/Control TG TG TG Control Control Control 

Age 18 18 17 18 17 17 

Gender Male Male Male Male Male Male 

L1 Swedish Swedish Swedish Swedish Swedish Swedish 

Participant No: Participants' assigned number in transcripts, TG: Test group, L1: participants' 
first language 
 

The other set of demographics is devoted to the respondents to the questionnaire. All of 

the respondents work at an upper secondary school in the middle of Sweden. Specifically, 

they work one of or more of the five introductory programs for students who are not eligible 

for national program (Skolverket, 2017), that is to say: the students lack the necessary grade 
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credits to apply to a national program. These teachers were between the ages of 27 and 63 

with an average of 13.25 years of teaching experience. They cover most subjects one may 

find at a typical upper secondary school in Sweden. More comprehensive information on the 

respondents' demographics can be found in Appendix 3. Regrettably, no demographic 

information about gender was gathered, but a rough estimate would suggest that 60 % of 

respondents were female and 40 % male. 

 

3.5 Ethical Considerations 

Prior to either agreeing or disagreeing to participating in the study, participants in the 

experiment were informed that the study aimed to compare English and Swedish proficiency 

and that an audio recorder would be used. Besides ensuring that the researcher could assign 

group and number to each of the recorded narratives, the only relevant information collected 

about participants was their age and what year of upper secondary school they attend. 

Furthermore, participants signed a consent form (Appendix 4) that states they are aware of 

and have agreed to these circumstances. This form does not record enough information for 

participation to be traced back to the participants in any other way than linking a participant’s 

demographics to the corresponding transcription. All that is recorded in this form is age, 

programme, gender, first language and a signature that they themselves could recognise. This 

information is described in Table 1. 

This handling of personal information applied to the respondents of the questionnaire as 

well. More importantly, the researcher took great care not to discuss any aspects of this study 

with those respondents prior to the questionnaire being closed. The questionnaire was 

administered through Itslearning, an online learning platform. Amongst other features, this 

platform has a built-in questionnaire function where responses and results are automatically 

calculated and can be displayed in several different ways. The statistical processing program 

SPSS is one of the functions for calculating results, which was the function used for the 

questionnaire of this study. 

 

3.6 Data Collection 

The central method of gathering data in order to verify or discard the hypothesis was the 

experiment designed to generate narratives from the participants. The narratives were 

recorded through audio only and subsequently transcribed (Appendix 6). For this experiment, 

a standard laptop and a trademark program named GarageBand were used to record the 

participants’ narratives. The transcriptions were done manually, and the transcription 
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guidelines in Appendix 5 aim to clarify and exemplify how the measures described below 

appear in the transcripts.  

There were four sets of measures for each respondent’s speech data: Halliday's (1985) 

Lexical density (LD) as described by Johansson (2008), Hesitation (H), Long pause (LP) and 

Word total (WT). These measures were employed in order to determine if either of the groups 

or any of the participants showed signs of producing more complex speech in either of the 

target languages English or Swedish. These measures also provided an indication of the level 

of freedom with which participants express themselves. 

LD (Johansson, 2008) was the central measure for this study. This measure describes 

the relationship between lexical items and the complete narrative. For these purposes, two 

lexical items were taken into account: number of adjectives (A) and number of nouns (N). A 

and N were then compared with WT via the following equations (A ×  100) ÷ WT = LDA 

and (N ×  100) ÷ WT = LDN. These two measures indicate the complexity and expressivity 

of the narratives. A low LD for both or either of the two lexical items suggests a lower 

expressivity and complexity than a high number would. Johansson (2008) mentions 40 % as 

being as high a number as one could expect. 

Hesitations indicate the ease of speech production. This measure denotes irritations in 

the respondent’s narrative. It was added to the transcriptions where the narrative flow was 

interrupted in terms of respondents’ restarting sentences or possibly failing to come up with a 

continuation. 

Long pauses indicate the speed of the narrative process. This includes all pauses that are 

longer than three seconds and considered to lessen the flow of the narrative in terms of time 

taken to convey the narrative. In short: these are instances where an audience would have 

started to wonder why the narrative stopped. 

Each measure is presented in a standard table where the adhering numbers are presented 

below the corresponding measures. The sum total of each set of data were then compared 

between the L1 and L2 results as well as between the Test Group and Control. 

  The researcher followed a guide (Appendix 7) in order to maintain as strict a similarity 

as possible between the two stages of the experiment. The guide follows a funnelling 

principle as described by Kvale (1997) as well as by Jacobsen (1993), both of whom illustrate 

the idea of easing participants into the situation, getting to the matter at hand and easing them 

out of the situation again. Besides making participants feel more comfortable throughout the 

experiment, the funnelling principle also contributes to avoiding the observer’s paradox as 

reported by Labov (1972), which states that being observed (here recorded) may affect 
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participants in such a manner that participants behave differently than they would if they had 

not been observed. This phenomenon can be largely remedied by measures similar to 

funnelling. 

 

3.7 Data Analyses 

This section describes the methods of data analyses used to test the hypothesis. Data were 

handled from a quantitative and qualitative perspective. The quantitative process concerns 

data collected in regards to the questionnaire and the measurements applied to the 

experimental transcripts.  

Data related to the experimental measures were nominally numbered in a small table 

after each of the transcriptions and comparative percentiles were calculated through 

standardized mathematical equations. These percentages and nominal measurements are 

presented in tables in chapter 4. For purposes of avoiding paradoxes (Labov, 1972; 

Aitchinson, 1999) and easing participants into the experimental situation, only the narrative 

stage in each session is analysed. The questionnaires were processed via the SPSS function in 

Itslearning—the online platform and one of its functions described in section 3.5—and later 

presented in a standard table for each of the questions. 

The thematic analysis focused on the last question in the questionnaire and it is a 

qualitative method that consists of several steps, as described by Hayes (2000). Firstly, the 

level of data extracted from the text was set. In this case the level was set to sentences, that is 

to say: each sentence considered relevant to the study’s hypothesis was marked and saved as 

data. The text was then read through in order to yield data, where each sentence was 

considered by deciding whether it was relevant or not. This process was repeated until no new 

data emerged. Secondly, the data was considered in terms of similarity, which is to say: all 

pieces of data that appeared to be similar in nature were grouped. This process was repeated 

until all data had been appointed a group or put in a pile of nondescript data. The nondescript 

data was considered twice more and either put in a group or discarded. Thirdly, the data in 

these groups were considered several times as to decide the common denominator, which was 

then defined by a name, thus creating a category out of each group. The process of going 

through the data, now with categories, was repeated. Finally, these categories were explained 

and described, thus creating the final result of the thematic analysis. 

 

3.8 Limitations 

An obvious limitation of this study is the simple fact that but one person (Þráinsson, 2012) 
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seems to have had similar research ideas before, leaving preciously little to draw on in terms 

of background research for this hypothesis. Þráinsson’s (2012) study was carried out via 

interviews and the methods do not correspond with this methodological design. However, this 

study employs different methods, which leaves more to draw on for anyone investigating the 

subject matter further. 

 Another obvious limitation is the low number of participation. Only three ASD students' 

narratives leave a great deal to chance, in terms of quantitative results. However, in 

conjunction with each other, the results of the experiment, the questionnaire and the thematic 

analysis indicate the presence of a linguistic phenomenon along the lines of the hypothesis. 

The measures H and LP are also of some concern, since these are subjective measures. 

However, steps to define and minimize the subjective nature of these two measures were 

taken. Another indirect means to justify the instances where H and LP were indicated in the 

transcriptions is that, in most instances, the indications clearly corresponded with the 

definitions, but since not everything is audible in an audio recording, there may be room for 

questioning a small number of Hs and LPs. 

 Another constraint has been time. Preparing the participants for the narration by 

allowing them to study and describe what was going on in the pictures used in the experiment 

may have been too little in terms of creating a situation where they could create a narrative. 

A trial run with the actual participants in a non-experimental setting may have been more 

conducive to inspire narration – particularly for ASD participants. 

 Moreover, the all male participation yields in a zero opportunity to review results in 

terms of gender differences. The unfamiliarity with the experiment, despite having met with 

the researcher, may have dissuaded a number of potential female participants in the Test 

Group. However, no such observations can be made about the lack of other than male 

participation in the Control, leaving the researcher with no clear reason as to why only males 

volunteered to participate in the experiment. 

Furthermore, the questionnaire does not exactly mirror the statements regarding all 

students compared to statements only regarding ASD students. This lack of mirroring, though 

statements were relevant to hypothesis, may have yielded a more accurate comparison 

between responses regarding ASD and non-ASD students. 

 

4. Quantitative Results 

This chapter outlines and analyses the two sections of quantitative results: the experiment and 

the two central portions of the questionnaire. The responses to the last question in the 
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questionnaire were thematically analysed and the themes yielded there are discussed in 

chapter 5. 

 

4.1 Experimental Results 

This is the first section of the quantitative results: the experiment. The figures in Table 2 show 

significant differences for measurements both within and between the groups. The overall 

impression of these figures lends credence to the hypothesis, thus discrediting the null 

hypothesis (p. 1). Nevertheless, the small sample of participants leaves room for doubt and 

there is a chance that the small extract analysed may be coincidental. Nonetheless, these 

results indicate there is an effect and that the hypothesis may warrant further study. 

The actual calculations for MTs and TMDs are straightforward. First, each total is 

divided by the number of results (T ÷ 3 = 𝑀𝑇), thus the MT for L1 in the Test Group's N 

column is calculated as follows: 26 ÷ 3 = 8.66. The TMDs are comparisons between the 

MTs in each of the columns. This calculation is completed by dividing the L2 MT result with 

its L1 counterpart and then subtract 1, which will result in a negative representation of how 

many percent bigger the L1 MT is than the L2 MT, thus calculating the TMD between L1 and 

L2 in column N for the Test Group would look like this: 8.33 ÷ 8.66 − 1 = −0.3810, stating 

that the MT result for L2 in column A is 3.81 % less than its L1 counterpart. 

 

Table 2. Nominal data of experimental measurements with the corresponding totals for each 

measurement and the difference between L1 and L2 given in percentages 

Group Part. N H LP A WT 

Test 
Group 

 L1 L2 L1 L2 L1 L2 L1 L2 L1 L2 

1 10 11 1 0 0 0 5 3 86 100 

2 6 6 5 2 2 1 0 3 83 62 

3 10 8 8 4 2 2 7 5 184 165 

T 26 25 14 6 4 3 12 11 353 327 

MT 8.66 8.33 4.66 2.00 1,33 1.00 4.00 3.67 118.66 109 

TMD L1 > L2 = 3.81 % L1 > L2 = 57.00 % L1 > L2 = 24.81 % L1 > L2 = 8.25 % L1 > L2 = 8.14 % 

Control 

         

4 4 3 1 0 1 0 4 4 77 44 

5 12 5 1 3 0 0 6 6 154 81 

6 10 8 4 3 0 1 5 3 119 79 

T 26 16 8 6 1 1 15 13 350 204 

MT 8.66 5.33 2.66 2.00 0.33 0.33 5.00 4.33 116.66 68.00 

TMD L1 > L2 = 38.45 % L1 > L2 = 24.81 % L1 = L2 L1 > L2 = 13.40 % L1 > L2 = 41.71 % 

Part. = Participant, N = Nouns, H = Hesitations, LP = Long Pause, A = Adjectives, WT = Word Total, T = Total, 
MT = Mean Total, TMD = Total Mean Difference 

 

With the exception of the long pauses and the hesitations, there is a greater similarity 
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between the Test Group’s L1 and L2 results. The most prominent figure is the WT conveyed 

in L2, where the Test Group only displays a TMD of 8.1 % between L1 and L2. The 

corresponding number for Control is much larger, which suggests a greater inclination to 

speak Swedish than English within that group. It is also worth noting the Test Group's mean 

total for hesitations in L1, which exceeds the other totals for that measurement, suggests a 

larger degree of freedom and ease within the Test Group's L2 use. This is also the case with 

the long pauses, though less prominent. These measurements show that the Test Group has an 

overall lower difference between the L1 and L2 when it comes to nouns, adjectives and total 

number of words produced in their narratives. It also indicates a noteworthy difference in 

number of hesitations both between the groups and between the languages. The Test Group, 

in total, also used about 23 % more words than the Control as indicated by calculating the 

percentage difference between those measurements: (118.66 + 109) – (116.66 + 68) =

43 ÷ 184,66 ×  100 = 23.29.  Only concerning L2, the same comparison shows that the 

Test Group produced 60 % more words in English than Control: (109 –  68) ÷ 68 ×  100 =

60.29. The larger amount of hesitations for the Test Group’s Swedish narratives over their 

English narratives suggests there may be cause for further inquiries into this particular 

measurement, since the Test Group's TMD for H far exceeds the Control's corresponding 

figure: (57.1 − 24.8) ÷  24.8 ×  100 = 130.24 %. 

 In comparison, the lexical density results in Table 3 seem to point in a different 

direction. At a first glance, these figures indicate a stronger proclivity towards English for the 

Control than the Test Group. However, at a closer look, the numbers support the impression 

of Table 2 in regard to there being less difference between the L1 and L2 measurements 

within the Test Group, and more prominent differences within the corresponding measures for 

the Control. 
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Table 3. Lexical Density Measurements: number of adjectives and nouns in relation to 

amount of words for each participant and target languages 
 LDA LDN LDM 

Participants L1 L2 L1 L2 L1 L2 

1 5.81 3.00 11.36 11.00 8.58 6.00 
2 0.00 4.84 7.23 9.86 3.62 8.07 
3 4.35 3.03 5.43 4.85 4.89 3.94 

TGM 3.39 3.62 8.01 8.57 5.70 6.00 
TMD L1 < L2 = 6.35 % L1 < L2 = 6.53 % L1 < L2 = 5.00 % 

       
4 5.19 8.89 5.19 6.67 5.19 7.43 
5 3.90 7.40 7.79 6.17 5.44 6.79 
6 4.20 3,80 8.40 10.13 6.30 6.97 

CM 4.43 6.70 7.13 7.66 5.64 7.06 
TMD L1 < L2 = 33.88 % L1 < L2 = 6.92 % L1 < L2 = 20.11 % 

       

LDA = Lexical Density Adjectives, LDN = Lexical Density Nouns, LDM = Lexical Density Mean,  
TGM = Test Group Mean, CM = Control Mean, TMD = Total Mean Difference 

  

The immediate impulse is to view the Test Group's and Control’s mean figures as an 

indication that the control group has an overall better grasp of the two target languages, and 

thus discard the hypothesis. However, we must still take into account that the Test Group’s 

mean (TGM) and total mean difference (TMD) are more similar than the corresponding 

figures for the Control. With the exception of Participant 2’s null value of LDA in the L1 

column—which speaks in favour of the hypothesis, and possibly also with the exception of 

Participant 1’s LDA for L2—the similarity within the Test Group’s LDAs and LDNs in terms 

of L1 and L2, first and foremost, indicate a more equal proficiency level between English and 

Swedish than the same figures for Control. The Control’s numbers are further apart, which 

indicates a less even proficiency level between English and Swedish within that group of 

participants compared with the Test Group. Therefore, it stands to reason that there may be a 

measurable degree of preferring English over Swedish within this study's Test Group, at least. 

The overall impression is that there is a slight favouring of English within the test 

group. Table 3 indicates a more similar proficiency level between L1 and L2 within the Test 

Group’s figures and a less similar proficiency within the Control, who showed greater 

dissimilarities in their corresponding figures. Table 2, with its more nominal figures, also 

displays a similar, positive proficiency trend between the two target languages within the Test 

Group compared with the corresponding data from Control. Nonetheless, a much larger 

sample is needed in order to draw any larger conclusions other than that there is a tendency in 

favour of the hypothesis in the data. 
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4.2 Quantitative Questionnaire Results 

This section presents the second part of the quantitative results. The two most relevant parts 

of the questionnaire are the Likert-style (Hayes, 2000, p. 93) statements linked to questions 4 

and 7 (Appendix 1), where respondents indicate to what extent they agree or disagree with 

given statements that are relevant to the hypothesis.  

Table 4 shows respondents’ indications in regards to all students. The overall 

impression is that, when all students are considered, Swedish is the dominant language.  

 

Table 4. Nominal teacher responses to statements about all students 

0 = Don’t agree at all, 5 = Completely agree 
 (N = 19) 

 Number of responses per statement  

Questions  0 1 2 3 4 5 Mean 

a) Students often express 
themselves better in Swedish 
than English. 

0 0 2 4 8 5 
3.84 

SD = 0.93 

b) Students often speak 
Swedish to a lower extent 
than English.  

4 9 2 3 0 1 
1.42 

SD = 1.27 

c) Students have an easier 
time expressing themselves in 
English than Swedish. 

3 8 4 3 1 0 
1.53 

SD = 1.09 

d) Students often speak more 
English than Swedish. 

7 4 5 3 0 0 
1.21 

SD = 1.10 

SD = Standard Deviation 
 

Quite clearly, these figures suggest that teacher respondents see students favouring Swedish 

over English to a noteworthy degree. Statements assuming English as a preferred language 

has a mean total of 1.39 (Mean =  (1.42 + 1.53 + 1.21) ÷  3). Compared with the one 

statement that held Swedish in favour (Mean a = 3.84) the difference is 2.45 (3.84 − 1.39 =

2.45). A percentage comparison between these two figures (2.45 ÷ 3.84 ×  100) shows a 

favouring of Swedish by 63.80 %. 

 In relation to the hypothesis, the numbers for this questionnaire strongly suggest that 

Swedish upper secondary school students prefer Swedish over English. Any hypothesis to the 

contrary seems to be refuted by their teachers’ perceptions. 

 In comparison, Table 5 shows a similar trend where ASD students are concerned. 

However, this trend is less pronounced than what can be seen in Table 4 in regards to all 

students. 
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Table 5. Nominal teacher responses to statements about ASD students 

0 = Don’t agree at all, 5 = Completely agree  
(N = 17) 

 
  Number of responses per statement  

n  Questions  0 1 2 3 4 5 Mean 

17 a) 
Students prefer to use 
their native language. 

0 1 5 3 4 4 

 
3.29 

SD = 1.27 
 

17 b) 
Students prefer 
speaking English rather 
than Swedish. 

3 4 3 6 1 0 
1.88 

SD = 1.23 

17 c) 
Students express 
themselves better in 
Swedish than English. 

0 0 5 5 6 1 
3.18 

SD = 0.92 

17 d) 

Students express 
themselves more often 
in English than in 
Swedish. 

3 4 4 5 1 0 
1.82 

SD = 1.20 

16 e) 

Students have an easier 
time expressing 
themselves in Swedish 
than in English. 

0 0 6 5 4 1 
3.00 

SD = 0.94 

16 f) 
Students are more 
expressive in English 
than in Swedish. 

2 3 5 5 1 0 
2.00 

SD = 1.12 

17 g) 

Swedish is the best 
language to open up a 
dialogue with these 
students. 

0 0 3 4 5 5 
3.71 

SD = 1.07 

          

SD = Standard Deviation 

Teachers' responses to these statements indicate a favouring of English among students within 

ASD, when compared with the statements concerning all students. Calculations on the mean 

results of statements a, c and e in Table 5 ((3.29 + 3.18 + 3.0) ÷ 3), which present Swedish 

as the preferred alternative, display a mean of 3.16, whereas the same calculations on 

statements b, d and f ((1.88 + 1.82 + 2.0) ÷ 3), which are English-favoured statements, 

display a mean of 1.9. A percentage comparison between these two figures ((3.16 − 1.9) ÷

 3.16 ×  100) shows a favouring of Swedish by 39.84 %. 

The mean of the statements favouring English (1.9) and the mean in favour of Swedish 

(3.16) result in a difference of 1.26, clearly less than the corresponding number for Table 4, 

which showed a 2.46 difference. This comparison illustrates that the teachers’ responses to 

these statements are more sympathetic to the notion that ASD students are more expressive, 
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express themselves better, more often and easier in English, compared with the corresponding 

figure for all students. The significantly lower difference between English versus Swedish 

favoured statements in Table 5 (1.26) than in Table 4 (2.46) seems to indicate some 

homogeneity among the respondents in their views of ASD students favouring English – a 

notion that is encouraging in regards to the hypothesis. In other words: the questionnaire 

responses indicate a smaller difference between English and Swedish among ASD students 

than the corresponding relationship between languages when all students are concerned. 

The fairly large approval of choosing Swedish to open up a dialogue with ASD students 

(statement g in Table 5) was exempted from this analysis, the reason for which will be 

discussed in the qualitative results in section 4.3. 

 
4.3 Qualitative Questionnaire Results 

The thematic analysis neither supports nor opposes the hypothesis; it is merely a wider 

perspective on the subject matter. However, the three themes do suggest the presence of 

something more than just a matter of an either-or result, which is to say: the investigated 

hypothesis may be prevalent in more than just a few isolated cases. The themes are: variation, 

customization and gains. The complete sets of thematic data can be found in Appendix 8. 

 The theme variation highlights exactly what the name suggests; the breadth of 

perspectives on ASD students in regards to their preference of English or Swedish. This range 

of perceived favouring of either of the target languages, suggests that not all ASD students 

exhibit linguistic traits in line with the hypothesis or the queries of the questionnaire, but these 

traits are present. It is very apparent that one should be extremely careful in making 

generalized assumptions regarding any group of people; a statement perhaps even truer when 

it comes to the results reported here. The basis is the wide range of observations the 

respondents made. These observations both support and reject the hypothesis.  

 

'Some students prefer to express themselves in English 

rather than Swedish.' 

 

'You cannot generalize that all students with autism prefer 

English.' 

 

'I have on occasion been amazed that a silent student with 

ASD often becomes more active and engaging if the 

communication is in English.' 

 

What holds true for all of these examples is that all of them leave room for exceptions. 'You 

cannot generalize', 'I have on occasion' and 'Some students'. These are fragments of 
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statements that allow for an interpretation that there is a noteworthy presence of Swedish 

students within ASD that prefer English. A much larger study must be conducted in order to 

support or discard any such more generalized claims. This issue will be revisited in chapter 5. 

 The second theme concerns customization. This refers to the teachers’ and the school’s 

obligation to meet the needs of the students, should the student prefer to deal with the 

institution in English. If the hypothesis is valid, it suggests a clear and obvious obligation to 

schools to investigate if a change of language would make school and interaction easier for 

any ASD student who exhibits a favouring of English. It could make the entire school 

experience more positive should there, for example, be a clear disinterest in school-related 

work. This particular need is easy to address, seeing that any upper secondary school in 

Sweden should have a number of English teachers available to take on a mentoring role and 

conduct such communication between the school and the student and the home, when 

necessary. The related statements and observations made by the respondents simply express 

that the student may set the tone, though the respondents themselves may not be able to meet 

these needs, which also was the reason for exempting the last statement in the questionnaire, 

briefly commented on in the discussion of Table 4 in section 4.2. 

 

'Sometimes English is the case, if the student begins to 

speak.' 

 

'The students who like to express themselves in English and 

feel comfortable with the language, generally use it more 

than Swedish.' 

 

'In most everyday situations, it is most natural to use 

Swedish.' 

 

'Swedish is the best language to open up a dialogue with 

these students – well, for me it is easier to communicate in 

Swedish, because I am the most comfortable with Swedish.' 

 

'Since I prefer to communicate in Swedish myself, the 

student has not had the opportunity to open up a dialogue 

with me in English.' 

  

The third and last theme concerns possible gains from being aware of English as a 

possible, preferred means of communication. Simply put: there are instances where English 

may be a way of furthering the student’s academic achievements, if that is the case. 

Sometimes the mission may be to help the student develop the necessary skills one needs to 

go about every day life; cooking, cleaning, handling mail, paying bills, etc. In both these and 
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typical upper secondary school circumstances, trust and will is highly relevant. Though the 

following may not be the case in every situation, it can be in some situations: 

 

'English can be a door opener.' 

 

'English is perceived as positive in some discussion 

contexts.' 

 

'Sometimes it is easier to encourage these students to 

complete an activity if that wish is conveyed in English.' 

 

'In verbal discussions, I have experienced that some 

students seem to find it easier to get started by speaking 

English.' 

 

 To summarize these thematic results, the three themes of English and Swedish use 

among upper secondary school ASD students indicate that there is something peculiar going 

on linguistically. The first theme suggests that the teachers' perspectives on the investigated 

phenomenon vary a great deal, and the second theme suggests that schools and teachers 

should make an effort to accommodate for linguistic traits of this nature. The third and last 

theme clearly exemplifies immediate benefits in adhering to said suggestion, should students 

display linguistic traits of this nature. 

 

5. Conclusions and Outlook 

This chapter connects the quantitative and qualitative results to the hypothesis and continues 

by discussing the outlook of this study and its relevance for ASD students in education. The 

prevalent finding of this study is that there is a more similar language proficiency between 

English and Swedish within upper secondary school students within ASD than there is within 

the corresponding non-ASD students. Thus, there is only initial support for the hypothesis and 

it cannot be completely generalized at this point, but it needs to be more closely examined. In 

short: there is something to this linguistic phenomenon and it requires more study. 

When comparing the quantitative results, they support the idea of English being more 

present within the participating ASD students than in the Control. The quantitative results 

alone may not support this claim, though in conjunction with each other, the quantitative and 

qualitative results carry more weight—both of which indicate a more even proficiency 

between English and Swedish within ASD students than what seems be the case for other 

students. In other words: the results of this study suggest that the hypothesis may stand up to 

closer scrutiny, but the subject matter warrants further study and the hypothesis, as it is, is too 
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assuming and needs to be revised. 

The obvious follow-up study would be to replicate the experiment with a larger sample, 

and investigate if the results would be similar. One piece of advice would be to do a “trial 

run” as mentioned in chapter 3.1, which could quite possibly result in a larger number of 

participants. If it were done within the confines of the students’ scheduled English lessons, 

participation would be even greater. 

 To further examine the contents of this study, it would be interesting to use the teachers’ 

statements and observations about ASD students and simply pose them in a Lickert-style 

agree or disagree format for ASD students to respond to. Such a survey would be rather easy 

to carry out, and it could easily support or refute these observations as well as lend or remove 

support from the original hypothesis. 

 From a teacher’s point of view, this study’s experimental design of recording and then 

transcribing a narrative inspired by pictures would be greatly beneficial to a student’s English 

language development. In such a situation one could easily create an extensive learning 

module for students of English, whether they were within ASD or not. In such a learning 

module, students could improve upon the transcription of their own narratives, develop them 

as part of the writing process, and eventually start to record and transcribe each other. To 

simply look at one’s own voice in writing, as a transcript is as close as one may come to such 

a phenomenon, may be greatly beneficial to the learning process and development of one’s 

own spoken language. 

 In conclusion, we can observe that the amount of comments these teachers had, and the 

different directions they point in, seem to indicate that there is great variation within this 

group of students. The themes revealed a greater degree of diversity in preference of English 

or Swedish within a group of ASD students than there are within a non-ASD group of 

students, suggesting that within ASD there is little in between liking or disliking the task of 

speaking in English; either you do or you do not. This notion also suggests that a large enough 

number of ASD students likes to speak English, since the quantitative results display more 

equal language proficiency between the target languages within ASD. If there is a possibility 

or high presence of preferring English among ASD students, as the hypothesis and this study 

suggest, the people around these students owe it to them to find out. And, should the case be 

that any particular student, for that matter, is more verbal and communicative in English than 

in their native Swedish, they should be encouraged to make use of that preference in their 

education. 
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Appendix 1 
Questionnaire 

1. What is your work title at school? (Example: Teacher, Special Ed Teacher, Assistant) 

(open answer) 

2. Teachers: what subjects do you teach? 

(open answer)  

3. For how long have you worked in school? Example: 1 year and 3 months. 

(open answer) 

4. To what extent do you agree with these statements? Note that all questions concern 

students with Swedish as their first language, whom you have worked with.  

(0 = Completely disagree, 5 = Completely agree)  

a) Students often express themselves better in Swedish than in English.  

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

b) Students often speak Swedish to a lower extent than English.  

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

c) Students have an easier time expressing themselves in English than in Swedish. 

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

d) Students often speak more English than Swedish. 

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

5. I have experience working with students with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). If NO, 

you may submit your answers. All queries from this point on concern your experience with 

students with ASD. 

(YES, NO) 

6. How much experience do you have of working with students within ASD? (Example: 1 year 

and 3 months) 

  (Open answer) 

7. To what extent do you agree with these statements? Note that all questions concern 

students with ASD that have Swedish as their first language and are students whom you have 

worked with.  

(0 = Completely disagree, 5 = Completely agree 

a) Students prefer to use their native language. 

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5  

b) Students prefer speaking English rather than Swedish. 

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5  

c) Students express themselves better in Swedish than in English. 

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5  

d) Students express themselves more often in English than in Swedish. 

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

e) Students have an easier time expressing themselves in Swedish than in English. 

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

f) Students are more expressive in English than in Swedish. 

  0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

g) Swedish is the best language to open up a dialogue with these students. 

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

8) Feel free to clarify or develop your thinking regarding the statements for question 7. 

(Open answer)  
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Appendix 2 

Pictures 

L2 Set 
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    (Wallpaper Safari, u.å.)  
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L1 Set 
(Mayer, 1969) 
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Appendix 3 
Questionnaire Demographics 

 

Table 6. Professions Represented in Questionnaire 
(N = 20) 

Profession Amount % 

Teacher 
Special Needs T. 
Counsellor 
Adm. Assistant 
Student Assistant 

15 
2 
1 
1 
1 

75 
10 
5 
5 
5 

  

Table 7. School Subjects Taught by Respondents 
(N = 32) 

Subjects Teachers % Subjects Teachers % 

English 7 22 P.E. 2 6 
Swedish 9 28 Biology 1 3 
Social Science 2 6 Chemistry 1 3 
History 1 3 Physics 1 3 
Swedish as L2 1 3 Mathematics 4 13 
Leadership 1 3 Art 1 3 
Communication 1 3   

    

 

Table 8a. Professional Experience 
 (N = 20) 

Years Months Years Months 

37 0 10 0 
35 6 8 0 
34 0 4 6 
27 0 2 6 
25 6 1 7 
22 0 1 4 
15 0 1 4 
14 0 1 0 
13 0 1 0 
12 6 0 6 

 

Table 8b. Compilation of  

Professional Experience 
Compilation of results (N = 20) 

 Years Months  

Total: 267 4  

Mean: 13 4  
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Table 9. Experience Working with ASD Students   
(N = 20) 

 Amount % 

YES 17 85 

NO 3 15 

 

Table 10a. Professional Experience Working with ASD Students 
(N = 15) 

Years Months Years Months 

20 0 6 0 
16 0 3 0 
15 0 3 0 
12 6 3 0 
11 0 1 6 
11 0 1 6 
7 0 1 0 
  0 5 

Loss = 5 

 

Table 10b. Compilation of ASD Experience  
(N = 15) 

 Years Months  

Total: 111 11  

Mean: 7 6  
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Appendix 4 

Consent Form 

I have been informed of my rights in regards to this experiment as well as the purpose and 

procedure of the experiment. I know that I at any time can choose to stop my participation 

without any detrimental effect towards myself. I know that I am being recorded via audio and 

that my participation in this experiment is completely anonymous. 

 

I know how to proceed, should I have any problems in regards to my participation or 

complaints about the individual conducting the experiment. 

 

I am participant no. ______________ 

 

I hereby consent to taking part in this study and I am fully aware of the above stated. 

 

Signature: __________________________  

 

 

Age: __________________________ 

 

 

First Language: __________________________ 

 

 

Female Male   Neither Both  Other _____________________________ 
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Appendix 5 

Transcription Guidelines 

❖ Participant’s voice 

➢ Is in italics at all times 

❖ Administrator’s voice 

➢ Is in standard font at all times. 

❖ Overlapping utterances are bracketed  

➢ [Hey!], [Hello!] 

❖ Meaningful gestures  

➢ (indicates next picture) 

❖ Short pauses not longer than three seconds. 

➢ …  

❖ Nouns are indicated as superscript 

➢ The ball is red. 

❖ Adjectives are underlined 

➢ The red ball. 

❖ Pauses longer than three seconds  

➢ *Long pause* 

❖ Hesitations, Restarting utterances 

➢ / Forward slash 

➢ Example: These will / is / eh / these are marked by forward slash 

 

A short, modified paragraph from transcript to exemplify these transcriptional rules: 

 

…Here I see the same… guys as the pictures before. They are… laying towards a tree. I think they 

are resting, or something… It seems bekv / cosy / comfortable… [mm] *long pause* 

[Anything you wanna add?]… No. 

 

 

WT A N H LP 

29 2 3 2 1 

 

LDA = (2 × 100) ÷ 29  

LDN = (3 × 100) ÷ 29 

LDM = (LDA + LDN) ÷ 2  
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Appendix 6 

Transcripts 

Participant 1 

Test Group 

 

--:::ENGLISH SESSION BEGINS::--- 

 

I’m going to give you three pictures, one at a time, and I’m gonna ask you to describe what 

you see and what’s going on in the picture…[Yes] and here’s the first picture. 

 

All right, so they are looking at a stump, pretty confused. It’s a boy and a tiger, two cartoon 

characters. And there’s some littering around…some…I don’t know what it is exactly, but it 

looks like cans of some sort, it might be just grass, but it looks a bit like cans and they both 

are/they both look pretty confused. I don’t really know why, but…yeah, that’s it (indicates 

next picture). 

 

OK, so here’s the second picture. 

 

Here the same boy and the tiger are exploring. The boy’s got an explorer’s hat and pointing 

in the/in one direction with/and he’s got a map in his right hand and the tiger is looking in the 

opposite direction *long pause* (indicates next picture) 

 

Excellent, and here’s the third picture. 

 

Here they are taking a nap under a tree. Eh, it must be pretty warm outside, since, since, well, 

you don’t really take naps under trees during winter (chuckles). And, yeah, the tiger’s got his 

eyes closed… and he looks like he’s fast asleep. The boy is still awake, from what I see… … 

 

OK… So, based on these three pictures, and you could arrange them in whatever order you 

want, try to make a story. 

 

Well, I would arrange ‘em with them resting under the tree first, and they are just taking a nap. 

Maybe they decided to walk outside, because it was a warm summer day and mmm they walked 

around a bit and they ended up finding a tree, which was a good spot to fall asleep in. And then 

they decided to explore the surrounding area, and once they had finished up doing that, they 

tried going back to the tree, but they realised someone had cut it down, so there was just a stump 

left of where the tree once was. (indicates finished) 

 

WT A N H LP 

100 3 11 0 0 

 

OK. [Yes?] Anything you would like to add? [No]. All right, so we’ll stop there. 

 

---:::END OF SESSION:::--- 

 

--:::SWEDISH SESSION BEGINS::--- 

 

OK, så tre stycken bilder igen då, och så gör vi samma sak igen, fast på svenska nu [Mmm]. 

Berätta vad du ser, vad som sker på bilden. Så här får du bild nummer ett. 
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Ja, ett barn har hittat en groda som hon har i en burk. Hon sitter inne på…. sitt sovrum, eller 

sina föräldrars sovrum med/tillsammans med sin hund, och de kollar på grodan. Och i 

nuläget verkar det vara mörkt ute och på väg till natt… eh, ja, det var väl det. 

 

Mmm, kommer nästa bild. 

 

Ja, på den här bilden ligger samma barn och sover i sin säng och grodan i burken bestämmer 

sig för att ta tillfället i akt, när barnet väl ligger och sover, att hoppa ut och rymma (indicates 

next picture). 

 

Hmm, och sista bilden. 

 

Här är det dagtid och hunden och barnet kollar förvånade på burken, som är helt tom. Då 

har grodan lyckats rymma under natten. Det är dagtid nu (chuckles). Ja (indicates next 

picture). 

 

Ja, OK, kan du sätta ihop bilderna i någon ordning, så att det blir en berättelse du kan berätta? 

 

Ja, hon har väl varit ute       och fångat grodor av något slag och lagt/och hittat en groda som 
Well, she has likely been outside   catching frogs              of some kind        and put/and found a frog that 

hon tyckte var fin     och lagt i en burk. Och så… hade hon tagit med den upp på sitt rum vid  
she thought was nice    and put in a jar.            And then… she had brought it up to her room at 

kvällstiden och kollat fascinerat på den.   Och sen, sen när hon låg och sov, så tog grodan  
night-time and looked fascinated at it.               And the, when she was sleeping, the frog 

tillfället i akt och rymde,    för att grodan vill ju, naturligtvis, inte vara instängd i en burk.  
took the opportunity and fled,   because the frog doesn’t, naturally,         want to be trapped in a jar. 

Den vill ju vara ute i gräset,      och så flydde den under natten. 
It wants to be out in the grass,            and so it fled during the night. 

WT A N H LP 

86 5 10 1 0 

 

Mm [Jo]. OK, någonting du vill tillägga? 

 

(Hostar, skrattar) Nej, det är nog bra så. 

 

OK, då stannar vi här. 

 

---:::END OF RECORDING::--- 

 

Participant 2 

Test Group 

---::: ENGLISH SESSION BEGINS::--- 

 

Now, I’m going to give you three pictures, one at a time, and I’m going to ask you to describe 

what is going on in the pictures [Mmm] and here’s the first picture. 
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The boy and the tiger looks a bit confused about a tree that seems to have been cut off, so it’s 

now a stump instead…. (indicates next picture) 

 

OK, so here’s the second picture. 

 

They try to look for something in the woods… they also have a map too… *long pause*  

(indicates next picture) 

 

OK, [mm] and the third picture.  

 

They’re under a tree. They’re having a rest, and they are also hugging each other too, which 

is a bit odd, but… (indicates finished) 

 

OK, so could you arrange the picture in an order, so that you can tell a story [yes] based on 

the pictures? 

 

*long pause* The boy and the tiger found out  that their tree has been cut down, so they can’t 

rest there anymore under the sun… now they’re trying to find another tree that’s enough / and 

more / and comfy enough to rest in... And now they found a tree that’s good enough, and good  

enough space, so they decided to take a rest there… from the sun (indicates finished) 

 

WT A N H LP 

62 3 6 2 1 

 

OK, anything you would like to add? 

 

Yeah, they found a tree and decided to take a rest there finally. 

 

OK, so we’ll stop there [mm], and take a little break. 

 

---:::END OF SESSION:::--- 

 

 

--:::SWEDISH SESSION BEGINS::--- 

 

OK, så nu gör vi samma sak fast på svenska [mm], med tre bilder [mm], så du får första 

bilden här. Vad händer, vad ser du? 

 

Mitt på natten, så tittar en pojke och sin hund på en groda som de har fångat; i burk…. 

(indicates next picture). 

 

OK, då kommer andra bilden. 

 

När pojken och hunden har börjat sova, så kryper grodan ut ur sin burk…(indicates next 

picture) 

 

Aha, och tredje bilden. 
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På morgonen, när pojken och hunden har vaknat, så ser de att grodan har försvunnit… *long 

pause*… (indicates finished). 

 

Mmm, ja, och utifrån de här tre beskrivningarna du har gjort: kan du sätta ihop en berättelse 

med hjälp av de här tre bilderna [ja] 

 

*long pause* Pojken har fångat en groda… så nu på mitt på natten, så tittar han på den här  
     The boy has caught a frog…      so now in the middle of the night, he’s looking at this 

grodan i sin burk, den han fångat den i…  med sin hund också… när han på / när han börjar  
frog in its jar,   the one he’s captured it in… with his dog too…  when he be / when he begins 

sova med sin hund… så börjar grodan komma ut; ur sin burk… När pojken och hunden har  
to sleep with dog…        the frog begins to come out; of his jar… When the boy and the dog have 

vaknat, så märker de att grodan har försvunnit ur sin burk…Det ser ut som om de har kanske/  
woken up, they notice that the frog has disappeared from its jar…   It looks like they may have / 

har börjat att / vad är det / ser ut som att de har / glömde att låsa den… *long pause*…  
have begun to / what is it / looks like   they have / they forgot to lock it… 

 

WT A N H LP 

83 0 6 5 2 

 

(indicates finished). 

 

OK, är det någonting annat du vill tillägga? 

 

Nej 

 

OK, då stannar vi där. 

 

---:::END OF RECORDING::--- 

 

Participant 3 

Test Group 

--:::ENGLISH SESSION BEGINS:::--- 

 

So, I’m going give you three pictures, one at a time, and I’m going to ask you to please 

describe what’s going on in the pictures [right]. So, here’s the first one. There you go. 

 

… huh… Where have I seen this one before? [I don’t know]… *long pause*… All right, well, 

first I though it was a small / a small lake, but now I see that it is not. In a certain angle it 

does, but it looks lika a kind of / kind of / kind of tree / tree, with a lot of waste, different 

garbage. And have / what I see is that there is a person, possibly a kid, and then we have a 

cartoonish, friendly looking tiger that is supposedly, let me guess, his friend or companion… 

*long pause*… A typically cartoonish thing (indicates next picture). 

 

OK, are you happy with that? 
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Yeah! 

 

OK, so here’s the second picture. 

 

*long pause*… hmm… clearly, it is the same characters, but… it looks like they’re in a 

different situation this time; more of a adventurous situation… Well, the other one is, you 

know, scouting around and the kid is holding, of course, a map and a, of course, a typical 

explorer’s hat… that they used in the old: 1860 / 1865 to 1933. And, yeah, that was the basic 

clothing of those periods. Well, they’re in an adventurous situation… The other one is 

scouting and the boy seems to have found something… [OK] and I don’t know if he sees it on 

the map or if he saw it on the map and he now recognises it in real life; that area that looks 

familiar on the map. [hm] Yeah (indicates next picture) 

 

All right, here’s the third picture [mm]. 

 

*long pause*… Well, clearly, as I said in the beginning, there is a friendship relationship 

between them. And, eh, of course, right now they are under a tree. You know, they of course 

need something to rest their back on, but I think it’s… is that… eh, well I / I / I got a / I got a /  

I got one inspiration when I saw this one, that I thought about. It reminds me of something 

like… eh that… you could call almost like a watchful tree that’s spreading out its eh… What 

do you call it now? [branches?] Yeah, and underneath the safety of leaves and shadows of the 

tree, they are almost like a… safely… guard / guardian that watch / that watch over these two 

and their friendship. Something like that I / eh / I / eh / I didn’t / the picture just gave me a 

metaphor of inspiration right now, almost like a free/under like the watchful eyes of the tree 

and under the shadows of the leaves; their friendship was guarded. Well, that was just the 

thing, so I think their daily days of adventure is over, so they just take a break (indicates next 

picture). 

 

All right, cool, so do you think you could use all three pictures and tell a story? 

 

Eh, yeah, I think that would be easy.  

 

Feel free to arrange them in whatever way you want. 

 

Well, technically it’s basically that you would like to put them in the order that you gave me, 

because the order you already gave me is a pretty good match. [OK] But possibly, it could be 

/ possibly it could be, you know, more likely you could try to arrange them differently. I mean, 

of course, you have already built up that this is the beginning (shows first picture), this is 

where it starts and this it where it ends (points across second and third picture), of course 

you’re building up something like that… but…  

 

It doesn’t have to be, you can put them in whatever order you want 

  

*long pause*… Hmm …*long pause*… I think I’m actually gonna go with… I think I’m 

actually gonna go… with this one first: (places third picture first) [OK] and then I’m gonna 

go… I’m actually gonna go like this: (decides on reversed order 3, 2, 1) [All right], because 

then / because I / I think it’s something like / like they are underneath a tree. They are resting 
shoulder to shoulder, and they are thinking about what they had been / what they have been 

through. They’ve been through some very, very negative stuff, and also there are some positive 
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stuff. You know, some things that are a very great downfall but also something that also keep them 

up and excited. That’s how I… put them. [OK] in those places. 

 

Excellent, anything you would like to add or are you happy with that? 

 

There is so much to add. I mean, there are many versions, but I don’t know if… [I only need the 

one]… Yeah I know, but there are so many versions that I think, eh, that every individual can put 

on, but when it comes to me… I can always come up with mostly ten different versions of things 

[mm], but I think I’m done with that one now. 

 

WT A N H LP 

165 5 8 4 2 

 

All right, then we’ll stop now. 

 

Yeah. 

 

---:::END OF SESSION:::--- 

 

 

---:::SWEDISH SESSION BEGINS:::--- 

 

Så, på svenska nu då. Första bilden har du där. 

 

*long pause*… hmm…*long pause*… En pojke med sin hund och en groda I burk…*long 

pause*…[mm]… Ja… ganska basic… det är ju en pojke som / han gillar ju att samla på 

paddor och det… och hans hund verkar ju vara nyfiken på vad det är, men… man ser ju att 

båda/alla tre verkar ju väldigt glada [mm] som att de också känner varandra. Jag vet inte om 

grodan verkligen är så glad att vara inlåst i en burk. You know, om de har gjort hål på 

korken/om det… *long pause* 

 

OK, ska vi ta andra bilden? 

 

…Det jag kan säga är att det är en pojke som sitter uppe sent. Ja, vänta, nu fick jag nån idé. 

Han sitter / han sitter uppe sent för hans nyfikenhet går inte att stoppa, för att idag fångade 

han en groda av nyfiken… Han kunde inte sova för att han var mer nyfiken på det han hade 

fångat… Man ser på hans / man ser på nyfikenheten… Och så ser man hunden, med en annan 

sorts nyfikenhet som är mer den hära instinktsnyfikenheten om att ”Vad är det här?” liksom 

”Vad är det här som finns i burken?” liksom, ”Varför rör det på sig?” liksom; hundens 

nyfikenhet. Men pojkens nyfikenhet är ju mer ett sätt / en beundran om att försöka förstå vad 

det är. All right nästa bild. 

 

OK, då kommer den här. 

 

*long pause*… Ja, grodan sticker iväg mitt / men / tror han sticker iväg när pojken somnar… 

*long pause*… [mm]… Vem vet, han kanske var lite slug… Jag vill förklara något helt 

annat. 

 

Då kommer den tredje nu då. 
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*long pause*  hmm *long pause* Den är lite svårare,   man skulle nästan kunna sätta / man 
              It is a little more difficult   you could almost put / you 

skulle nästan kunna sätta… man skulle / man skulle / det är lite svårt att sätta dem på lite  
should almost put…           you should / you     should/it is a little difficult to put them in a little 

 

olika sätt för att den här / den här är redan perfekt som den är. 
Different ways because this / this is already perfect as it is.  

Och sen också det känns lite som att det, eh, känslan och sorgen om att / känslan och sorgen 
And then it feels a little like it, eh, the feeling and       sadness about that / feeling and sadness 

 

om att någonting man klurar på / är det nästan som att man har kommit fram till en forskning 
about that something you’re pondering / it is almost as if you have   arrived at   a research 

och sen försvinner all sin forskning… och där / och då har man / då har man inget kvar,  
and then all one’s research disappears… and there / and then you have / then you have nothing left, 

liksom… Det är väl så jag tycker att han kan typ tänka;  att han känner att hans… 
kind of…    That’s how I think he could kind of think;    that he feels that his… 

lilla nyfikenhet om den här… saken som han hittade…  
little curiosity about this…       thing that he found… 

det väldigt fascinerar honom, det gör honom glad på något sätt, men sen när det bara  
it greatly fascinates him,    it makes him happy somehow,             but then when it just 

försvinner… försvunnit, då blir det liksom bara såhär… känslan av att… ett såhär hårt  
disappears…. have disappeard, then it become like…          the feeling that…    such a hard 

arbete för att få tag på någonting, för att få tag på kunskap… eller fakta eller bevis om  
work to get a hold of something, just to get knowledge…         or facts or proof about 

någonting bara försvinner.  Men tydligen / men jag tror inte det var lätt att fånga in grodan.  
something just disappears.  But apparently / but I don’t think it was            easy to catch the frog 

WT A N H LP 

184 8 10 8 2 

 

 [mm] Ja, det var allt jag hade att säga. 
 Yes, that was all I had to say. 

OK, då avslutar vi där. [mm]. Tack ska du ha. 

 

---:::END OF RECORDING:::--- 

 

 

Participant 4 

Control 

--:::ENGLISH SESSION BEGINS:::--- 

 

So, so here is the first picture. [Thank you] Go ahead and describe what you see, what’s going 

on. 
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…I see… looking on a… old tree… I think. That guy was taller than the other guy, and it 

reminds me of a Swedish cartoon [mm] eh, I can’t remember what it’s called. 

 

It doesn’t matter. You can make up names, if you want to. 

 

(chuckles) They look very sad… *long pause*…  

 

[OK, anyting you want to add?]  

 

No, I don’t have so much of a reflection on this picture. 

 

Ah, OK, so here’s picture number two then. 

 

Two friends in the… Yeah, I don’t know what they are doing, but the short guy is holding a 

map and pointing on a direction… and that’s supposed to be a tiger and he’s looking on 

something [OK]. I think that’s it. 

 

All right, so picture number three then. 

 

…Here I see the same… guys as the pictures before. They are… laying towards a tree. I think 

they are resting, or something… It seems comfortable… [mm] *long pause* [Anything you 

wanna add?] *long pause* No. 

 

OK, excellent. So, now, if you arrange these pictures in whatever order you want, I’m going 

ask you to create a short story about what is happening in these pictures.  

 

In the first picture I don’t get a clear image, but in the last two it becomes clearer. I think they’re 

on an adventure… [OK]… and after the adventure they get tired, which is what the last picture is 

showing us… So, that’s what I figure. 

 

WT A N H LP 

45 4 3 0 0 

 

All right, anything other than that popping into your mind? [Nah] Are you happy with that? 

[Yeah]. OK, so we’ll stop now. 

 

---:::END OF SESSION:::--- 

 

 

---:::SWEDISH SESSION BEGINS:::--- 

 

OK, då får du bild nummer ett här då, och så gör vi detta på svenska. 

 

Då ska jag berätta vad jag ser? 

 

Ja, precis. Vad är det som händer i bilden; vad kan du se? 
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Jag ser en liten pojke… och en liten hund… som, eh… kollar i en… burk som…. I den här 

burken så ligger en… groda eller padda, har jag för mig [mm] och de ser väldigt nyfikna ut… 

Det… *long pause* … åh de är glada, tror jag [mm]… Det är väl de intrycken jag får. 

 

OK, ska vi ta nästa bild då? [Ja] Den kommer här. 

  

Eh… nu när… hunden och den lilla pojken har gått och lagt sig, så passar den här grodan på 

att… smita därifrån, känns det som  *long pause* [mm]… ah… (indicates next picture) 

 

OK, då får du bild nummer tre. 

 

Och sen är det… hun / hunden och den lilla pojken vakna, så kollar de på burken för att kolla 

om grodan är kvar. Men det är den inte och / så pojken ser väldigt besviken ut. 

 

OK, kan du prova att sätta ihop dem i någon ordning där, så att du kan göra en liten berättelse 

om vad som försiggår. 

 

Ja, det börjar ju med att de har…  har den här burken med grodan i och de kollar ju… på  
Yes, it begins with them having…  having this jar with the frog in and they are, of coures, looking…at 

den…. och de ser ju väldigt nyfikna ut, som sagt… men efter ett tag blir de nog trötta… och  
it…   and they look very curious, as stated…         but after a while they probably get tired… and 

de bestämmer att nu är det dags att lägga sig. Väntar vi till nästa dag… men nästa dag 
they decide that it is now time to go to bed.  We are waiting for the next day… but the next day 

så har ju den här grodan försvunnit… [hmm]  och då blir de ju väldigt / de blir chockade,  
then this frog here have disappeared…   and they then become very / they become shocked, 

tror jag, och ledsna… *long pause* 
I think, and sad… 

WT A N H LP 

77 4 4 1 1 

OK, [mm] är du nöjd med det? 

Ja 

Kanon, då stannar vi där. 

 

---:::END OF RECORDING:::--- 

 

Participant 5 

Control 

---:::ENGLISH SESSION BEGINS:::--- 

 

So, I’m going to give you a picture and I’m asking you to tell me what’s going on in the 

picture and what you can see. Here’s the first picture. 

 

…eh, I’m looking at a little kid, and I think it’s a… some sort of animal… looking at a tree 

that has been cutten down… and they are kind of upset… because for the tree are, yeah, not 

there anymore… 
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OK, second picture? [yeah]. All right, here you go. 

 

… Yeah, the little kid and the animal, I think it’s a tiger… are searching for something. They 

are standing with a map… looking around… for something. (indicates next picture) 

 

OK, third picture. 

 

And now they’re sitting at a tree… hugging each other… and, yeah, having a nice time… 

(indicates finished) 

 

OK, so, if you could arrange them in whatever order you want, and try to tell a short story 

from what you can see in the pictures. 

 

Yeah / eeeh / the little kid and the tiger… usually goes to a tree every day, and where they sit and 

have a great time. But one day they come to the tree and it’s not there anymore. It has been cutten 

down… So they are / get really upset, but start searching for a new tree, where they can… sit 

and relax. And they’re walking around… searching… And finally they… find a new, perfect 
tree, where they can sit and relax and have a good time. 

 

WT A N H LP 

81 6 5 3 0 

 

OK, excellent. Anything you would like to add? 

No, think I’m good. 

All right, so we’ll take a break. 

 

---:::END OF ENGLISH SESSION:::--- 

 

---:::SWEDISH SESSION BEGINS:::--- 

 

Och det är samma upplägg som förra gången. Du får en bild och det gäller att beskriva vad du 

ser och vad som händer. 

 

Ja, jag ser en liten kille sittandes… framför hans säng… tillsammans med hans hund… och… 

han har precis fångat en groda, ser det ut som, i en bruk som de sitter och är fascinerade 

över. (indicates next picture) 

 

OK, [ja] då tar vi nästa bild. 

 

Och nu har… den lilla killen gått och lagt sig i sin säng… med hunden och har på sin/sitt 

täcke… samtidigt som man ser grodan är på väg att smita ur burken… som de har… ja, 

fångat den i. (indicates next picture) 

 

OK, och tredje bilden. 

 

Och… här ser jag… lilla killen har vaknat… och hunden också, det har blivit morgon, ser 

man också… och de upptäcker att… grodan har försvunn/försvunnit… Burken är tom. 

(indicates finished) 

 

OK, utifrån de här tre bilderna då; om kan du sätta ihop en liten berättelse? 
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Ja… En liten kille och hans hund har fångat en… eller har varit ute en dag och fångat en  
Yes… A little boy and his dog have captured a…       or have been out one day and caught a 

groda… och satt grodan i en burk… Och lilla pojken är väldigt… fascinerad över den här  
frog…       and put the frog In a jar…. And the little boy     is   very… fascinated   over this 

grodan, eller väldigt nöjd över att han har fångat den… så han sitter hemma och… ja, sitter  
frog, or  very content     over that he has     caught it…    so he’s sitting at home and… yes, sitting 

och tittar på den tillsammans med hund / hans hund. Men så blir det natt och pojken går och  
and looking at it       together with dog / his dog.      But then it becomes night and the boy goes 

lägger sig… tillsammans med hans hund… så delar de sig… och... de har då glömt att skruva  
to bed…   together     with his dog…   so they split up…    and…   they have then forgot to screw 

fast locket på den här…  burken där grodan var fångad i,  så grodan… smiter från den här  
the lid tight to this…   jar that the frog was captured in, so the frog… escapes form this 

burken när pojken och hunden har somnat…  på natten…  och sen när det blir morgon, 
jar when the dog and boy have fallen asleep… at night… and when it becomes morning,  

så vaknar lilla pojken…  och hans hund och upptäcker då att… grodan har smitit,  
so awakens the small boy… and his dog and then discover that… the frog has escaped, 

 

och pojken blir då väldigt, väldigt ledsen… över det här, för att han var nöjd  
and the boy then becomes very, very sad…      over this, because he was content 

över att han hade fångat grodan tidigare… Ja! 
over having   caught the frog earlier…   Yes! 

 

WT A N H LP 

154 6 12 1 0 

 

OK, är du nöjd med det? 

Ja 

Då är vi klara och stoppar bandet. 

 

---:::END OF RECORDING:::--- 

 

Participant 6 

Control 

 

---::: ENGLISH SESSION BEGINS::--- 

 

Now I’m going to hand you three pictures [yes], and I’m asking you to describe what is going 

on [mm, mm, mm] in the pictures; what can you see? 

 

I can see a tiger and a small boy, looking at a… a… a chopped tree… and they look not so 

good / not so happy… there are like some…. I guess it is… eh… small tree things lying on the 

ground there as well [OK] Yeah, that’s pretty much what I can see. 
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All right, picture number two? [Yes] 

 

Another tiger and another boy… but the boy has a hat now, and they are looking for 

something… in the / a little bit tall grass… I think that the little guy has a map as well… and 

he’s pointed at something. (indicates next picture) 

 

OK, third picture? [Yeah, sure]. Here you go. 

 

OK, this / I guess… the second picture has a… combination between this, and the/so he/the 

guy pointed at this big tree and then they go to the big tree and have a sleep, and they were 

obviously very near to each other, because now they’re hugging… 

 

OK? [mm] 

 

So what I would ask you now [mm], is to arrange the three pictures [mm] in whatever order 

you like, and try to make a story [mm] about what’s going on in the pictures [mmhmm]. 

 

There we go. Picture number two, three and one. 

 

All right, so, could you tell a story based on the pictures? 

 

Yes, and we start with / eh / the tiger and the boy, is looking to / for a place to take a nap and just 

chill… and they find this very good, big tree that’s has good shadows that are… not too hot in the 
sun… and they go home, or something, then when they come back they see that the tree is not 

there anymore… [oh?]; it’s chopped down, or what do you say, so they get very sad and… 

wonder why it has happened… *long pause* 

 

WT A N H LP 

79 3 8 3 1 

 

OK, anything else? [No]. Then we can call this one finished. 

 

---:::END OF SESSION:::--- 

 

--:::SWEDISH SESSION BEGINS:::--- 

 

Så, som sagt, samma sak igen, fast på svenska. [Ja] Här är bild nummer ett [mm]. Vad ser du 

och vad är det som händer på bilden? 

 

Ja, en / de har fått en hund och en liten pojke… så har de fått en ny kompis; en liten groda, 

och det är mörkt ute… Det är en väldigt hög säng, och de ser ut att vara väldigt nyfikna på 

vad den här grodan kan göra… tycker jag… Eh, det ser lite stökigt ut i rummet, det ligger en 

tröja på / och en strumpa där… ja, eh… och fönstret är öppet…. Så att, ja, eh… (indicates 

next picture) 

 

OK [mm] bild nummer två. 

 

Eh, nu sover pojken och hunden… och grodan håller på och flyr… Så står det… kan det vara 

hans… tröja som hänger på / tjocktröja kanske det var / nåt tjockt där som hänger på 
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pallen… ett par tofflor. Nu är fönstret stängt, lampan är släckt och tröjan och strumpan 

ligger fortfarande kvar. (indicates next picture) 

 

OK [mm] och sista bilden. 

 

Mm, nu vaknade hunden och pojken och inser att grodan inte är där längre… eh, ja, de är väl 

väldigt förvånade, skulle jag också vart… om en… kompis var borta. [OK] Ja (indicates next 

picture). 

 

OK, så om du lägger i ordning de där bilderna i vilken ordning du vill, så att du kan sätta ihop 

en liten berättelse utifrån bilderna. [mm] 

 

Mm, det börjar med att det är kväll.  Det var tydligen lite varmt i rummet, så de öppnade  
Mm, it begins with that it is evening.  It was apparently a little warm in the room, so they opened 

fönstret… och / eh /…  de ville vara med sin lilla kompisgroda, hunden och pojken.  
the window… and / eh /…  they wanted to be with their little buddy-frog, the dog and the boy.         

Pojken hade inte städat så mycket, så det var fortfarande stökigt i rummet. Och när han  
The boy had not cleaned that much,    so it was       still messy in the room.     And when he was about to go 

skulle gå lägga sig så… kanske de glömde stänga locket på grodburken. De hade inte städat  
to sleep      then… perhaps they forgot to put on the lid on the frog jar.      They had not tidied up  

för de hade stökat ner… Och det höll på att bli morgon, dessutom…  
because they had made a mess… And it was becoming morning, besides…   

/ Eh /, nu när det var morgon and det var ljust ute, så inser de, hunden och pojken, att 
/ Eh /, no that it was morning and it was bright outside, they realise, the dog and the boy, that 

”Wow, grodan är inte där längre”.  
“Wow, the frog isn’t there anymore”. 

De blir väldigt oroade och undrar vad som har hänt och… / eh / … jag antar att de skulle  
They become very worried and wonder what has happened and… / eh / … jag guess that they would 

behöva leta, eller någonting, städa (indicates finished) 
need to search, or something, tidy up 

WT A N H LP 

119 5 10 4 0 

 

OK [mm], någonting annat du vill tillägga? 

 

Nej, jag tror det känns bra. 

Ja, då avslutar vi det hela där.  

Mmja. 

 

---:::END OF RECORDING:::--- 
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Appendix 7 

Researcher’s Guidelines 

1. Welcome participant 

Starts in Swedish with greetings, consent form information and answering any and all 

questions in regards to the experimental procedures. Ends with consent form signature. 

2. Code switch to English. 

Explain fika between stages (coffee, tea, cookies etc), ask questions about program 

future plans, hobbies interests before starting. 

3. Start recording. Q: What is going on in this picture. 

Present one picture at a time 

Begin with Calvin and Hobbes at the tree stump, then map, then tree sleeping 

4. After third picture; ask if done. Stop recording if so. 

5. Code switch to Swedish. 

6. Fika, follow up questions about program, future plans, hobbies etc… 

7. Repeat steps 3 and 4. 

Present one picture at a time 

Begin with boy watching frog, then frog leaving, boy not finding frog. 

8. Compliment participant for job well done and ask if there are any questions and how they 

found the experiment. 
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Appendix 8 
Thematic Data 

 
Gains 
Vinster 

English can be a door opener. 
Engelskan kan vara en dörröppnare. 

English is perceived as positive in some discussion contexts. 
Engelska upplevs positivt i vissa diskussionssammanhang. 

Sometimes it is easier to encourage these students to complete an activity if that wish is 

conveyed in English. 
Ibland är det lättare att uppmuntra dessa elever att genomföra en aktivitet om önskan till detta görs på 
engelska. 

In verbal contexts, I have experienced that some students seem to find it easier to get started 

by speaking English. 
I muntliga sammanhang har jag upplevt att vissa elever tycks finna det lättare att komma igång genom att 
prata på engelska. 

 

Variations 
Variationer 

Some students prefer to express themselves in English rather than Swedish. 
Vissa ungdomar uttrycker sig på engelska hellre än svenska. 

Sometimes it is easier for students within ASD to express themselves in English and that 

varies, of course, between individuals. 
Ibland är det lättare för elever inom AST att uttrycka sig på engelska och det varierar förstås mellan individer. 

I have on occasion been amazed that a silent student with ASD often becomes more active 

and engaging if the communication is in English. 
Jag har ibland förundrats över att en tyst elev med AST ofta blir mer aktiv och deltagande om det 
kommuniceras på engelska. 

It is not possible to influence a student, for example to try something else. 
Det går inte att försöka få en elev att t.ex. pröva något annat. 

You cannot generalize that all students with autism prefer English. 
Det går alltså inte att generalisera att alla elever med autism föredrar engelska. 

 

I cannot actually know for certain if a student with ASD whom I have worked with prefers 

English or Swedish 
Jag vet egentligen inte säkert om en elev med AST som jag arbetat med föredrar engelska eller svenska 

You cannot say that this group is like this. 
Man kan inte säga att just den här gruppen är såhär. 
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Customization 
Anpassning 

 

Sometimes English is the case, if the student begins to speak. 
Det är ibland engelska som gäller, om eleven själv börjar tala. 

The students who like to express themselves in English and feel comfortable with the 

language, generally use it more than Swedish.” 
De elever som gärna uttrycker sig på engelska och känner sig bekväma med språket använder det mer än 
svenska i allmänhet. 

In most everyday-situations it is most natural to use Swedish. 
I de flesta vardags-situationer är det mest naturligt att använda sig av svenska. 

Whether the student experience is that Swedish is the best language to open up a dialogue in, 

that I don’t know 
Om eleven upplever det som att svenskan är det bästa språket för att öppna en dialog på, det vet jag inte. 

I have not experienced in everyday contexts (Social Studies, Student Teacher Dialogues etc.) 

that the students themselves chose English before Swedish. 
Jag har ej upplevt i vardagliga sammanhang (SO, mentorssamtal etc.) att eleverna själva valt engelska framför 
svenska. 

Swedish is the best language to open up a dialogue with these students – well, for me it is 

easier to communicate in Swedish because I am the most comfortable with Swedish.  
Svenska är det bästa språket för att öppna en dialog med dessa elever – ja för mig är det lättare att 
kommunicera på svenska eftersom jag är tryggast svenska. 

Since I prefer to communicate in Swedish myself, the student has not had the opportunity to 

open up a dialogue with me in English. 
Eftersom jag själv föredrar att kommunicera på svenska har inte eleven haft möjlighet att öppna en dialog 
med mig på engelska. 
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